Unit 1 - How to access the portal

Assignment Zero

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment. Due on 2019-02-25, 23:59 IST.

1) What is the full-form for MCDM?

- Multiple-constraint decision making
- Multiple-criteria decision making
- Multiple-control decision modeling
- Multiple-constraint decision modeling

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Multiple-criteria decision making

2) What does MODM stand for?

- Multiple orientation decision making
- Multiple objective decision making
- Multiple orientation decision modeling
- None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
Multiple objective decision making

3) Which among the following is an example of decision making?

- Students considering university rankings for admission
- Evaluation of suppliers by a manager
- Evaluation of potential sites for setting up a retail store
- All of the above

Score: 0
5) Which among the following is a component of MCDM problem?

I: Goal  
II: Alternatives  
III: Decision maker’s preferences  
IV: Criteria

- Only I and II
- Only I, II, and IV
- Only II and III
- I, II, III, and IV

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:  
I, II, III, and IV